THOMAS DRAKE PROVED
TO BE BLOODY WELL
RIGHT
Well hello there Wheelhouse members! Marcy is
still on the road, but I am back and ready to
roll, so there will start being actual content
here again! I want to start with a bit of
interesting post-mortem news on Thomas Drake.
As you will recall, Tom Drake was belligerently
prosecuted by the DOJ on trumped up espionage
charges (See: here, here, here and here) and
their case fell out from underneath them because
they cravenly wanted to hide the facts. As a
result, Drake pled guilty to about the piddliest
little misdemeanor imaginable, and will be
sentenced, undoubtedly, to no incarceration
whatsoever, no fine and one year or less of
unsupervised probation on July 15, 2011. But the
entire Tom Drake matter emanated out of Drake’s
attempt to internally, and properly, cooperate
with a whistleblowing to the Department of
Defense Inspector General.
The report from the DOD IG in this regard has
now, conveniently after Drake entered his plea,
been publicly released through a long sought
FOIA to the Project On Government Oversight
(POGO), albeit it in heavily redacted form:
The U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ)
prosecuted Drake under the Espionage Act
for unauthorized possession of “national
defense information.” The prosecution
was believed to be an outgrowth of the
DOJ’s investigation into disclosures of
the NSA warrantless wiretapping to The
New York Times and came after Drake blew
the whistle on widespread problems with
a NSA program called TRAILBLAZER. Most
of the Espionage Act charges against
Drake dealt with documents associated
with his cooperation with this DoD IG
audit. However, this month the

government’s case against Drake fell
apart and prosecutors dropped the felony
charges. Instead, Drake pleaded to a
misdemeanor charge of exceeding the
authorized use of a computer.
The report, which was heavily redacted,
found that “the National Security Agency
is inefficiently using resources to
develop a digital network exploitation
system that is not capable of fully
exploiting the digital network
intelligence available to analysts from
the Global Information Network.” The DoD
IG also found, in reference to
TRAILBLAZER, that “the NSA
transformation effort may be developing
a less capable long-term digital network
exploitation solution that will take
longer and cost significantly more to
develop.”

Here is a full PDF of the entire redacted public
version of the report in two parts because of
file size: Part One and Part Two.
The report speaks for itself and I will not go
in to deep quotes from it; suffice it to say,
the DOD IG report proves that Tom Drake was
precisely correct in his initial complaints that
the TRAILBLAZER program was a nightmarish fraud
on the taxpayers and inherently inefficient
compared to the THIN THREAD program originally
devised in house. The money quotes, as noted by
POGO, are:
…the National Security Agency is
inefficiently using resources to develop
a digital network exploitation system
that is not capable of fully exploiting
the digital network intelligence
available to analysts from the Global
Information Network.

and
…the NSA transformation effort may be

developing a less capable long-term
digital network exploitation solution
that will take longer and cost
significantly more to develop.

So, in sum, thanks to POGO’s FOIA release here,
we now know that not only was the persecution of
Tom Drake by the DOJ completely bogus and
vindictive, Tom Drake was bloody well right
about TRAILBLAZER versus THIN THREAD to start
with. Who couldda predicted?

